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AVIATION LAWYER (0 - 2 Year Call) 
 

Alexander Holburn is a full-service law firm with offices in Vancouver, Kelowna, and Toronto. Our 
100+ lawyers have been providing a wide range of litigation, dispute resolution, and business law 
services to clients throughout Canada and abroad for 50 years. 
 
We are seeking a junior associate to join our Aviation Practice in the Vancouver office.  
 
Position Description: 
 
One of the core strengths of AHBL is our Aviation Group.  We represent clients from around the 
world, including domestic and international airlines. The associates in this group regularly 
represent our clients at the CRT, Small Claims, superior courts, and other regulatory and 
administrative authorities. 
 
As an associate in this group, you will primarily work on airline claims gaining experience “on your 
feet” in hearings and dealing directly with opposing counsel and unrepresented parties.  The 
opportunity also includes working on a broad range of aviation law issues relating to passenger 
claims litigation, regulatory, licensing, charter and lease agreements, aircraft accident litigation, 
class actions, and product liability issues. You’ll have the opportunity to work independently on 
smaller matters and work in a team with peers and senior counsel on large litigation files. 
 
Candidate Requirements: 
 
You are excited to join a busy team of experienced lawyers who will help you develop excellent 
legal and practice management skills. You are an excellent communicator, detail-oriented, and 
able to balance competing priorities. 
  
What We Offer: 
 
We offer unparalleled support to our associates through a comprehensive mentorship program, a 
team dedicated to associate and student professional development, and our friendly and inviting 
work environment. Our commitment to developing a culture of inclusion for all employees includes 
attracting, hiring, and retaining a workforce that broadly reflects our larger community. 
 
Compensation is commensurate with experience.  The base annual salary range for candidates 
with the required experience is expected to be $113,000 to $138,000.  This position is eligible for a 
performance bonus subject to meeting the requirements of the bonus policy. 
 
Please send your application to: 
 
Jennifer Vermiere, Director of Professional Resources 
Alexander Holburn Beaudin + Lang LLP 
2700 - 700 West Georgia Street 
Vancouver, BC V7Y 1B8 
Email: jvermiere@ahbl.ca 


